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(Abstract.)
In the second memoir of this series a system of curves suitable for ■describing skew distributions of frequency was deduced from the solu tions of the differential equation
These solutions were found to cover satisfactorily a very wide range of frequency distributions of all degrees of skewness. Two forms of solution of this differential equation, depending upon certain relations among its constants, had, however, escaped observation, for the simple reason that all the distributions of actual frequency I had at that time met with fell into one or other of the four types dealt with in that memoir. A little later the investigation of frequency in various cases •of botanical variation showed that none of the four types were suit able, and led me to the discovery that I had not found all the possible solutions of the differential equation above given. Two new types were found to existType V :
with a range from x -0 to x = o o , and
with a range from x = a to x = oo . These curves were found to be exactly those required in the cases which my co-workers and I in England, and one or two biologists in America, had discovered led in the earlier Types I and IV to impossible results,
i.e.,to imaginary values of the constants. In the present memoir the six types are arranged in their natural order, and a criterion given for distinguishing between them. They are illustrated by three examples:
age of bride on marriage for a On the Structure and A ffinities o f Dipteri.s.
given age of husband ; ( b ) frequency of incidence of different ages; and (c) frequency of " lips " in the Medusa P. pentata.
It is perhaps of some philosophical interest to note that solutions of (i) that had escaped the analytical investigation were first obtained from actual statistics which could not be fitted to any of the curves of my first memoir without imaginary values of the constants. So great was my confidence in (i), however, that before I discarded it I re investigated my analysis of it, and was so led to these two additional solutions. 
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